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Scholars: New university of arts can nurture more innovative talents, improve local and regional art education 
 
As our nation move towards a new type of economy in the digital age, the demand for creative and innovative talents will increase. 
Scholars and industry professionals believe that a new university of the arts, co-managed by LASALLE and NAFA, will enhance arts 
education in Singapore and the region, as well as nurture more talents capable of driving innovation and creativity in diverse fields. 
   
Professor Chan Heng Chee, Ambassador-at-Large at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and ex-chairman of the National Arts Council, 
was appointed by the Ministry of Education to lead a pro-tem committee to work with the two institutions to develop the structure 
and operating model of the new arts university. 
   
Responding to queries from Lianhe Zaobao, Professor Chan Heng Chee said that the new university of the arts is a strong affirmation 
by Singapore on the status of the arts and its importance to the development of the nation. She believes that the new university will 
inject new possibilities into the local art scene, and its economy of scale will open up new collaborative networks between LASALLE, 
NAFA and the region.  
    
"Creativity and innovation are skills valued by the new economy. Students who are interested in art and design can exercise their 
imagination and cultivate their artistic sensitivity. This will stand them in good stead to be favoured by employers," she added. 
  
Professor Kwok Kian Woon, Associate Vice President (Student Wellbeing) of NTU, believes that the establishment of a new arts 
university is a bold move. "This sends a clear message that arts education is worth pursuing at a higher level in Singapore,” he said.  
    
At present, the career development of many local arts graduates is not limited to the traditional arts industry. Professor Chan Heng 
Chee said, “I know a 26-year-old Singaporean girl who went to Germany for further studies after graduating as a Fine Arts major from 
the Yong Siew Toh Conservatory of Music of NUS. She is currently working as a project manager for an international electronics 
group in Munich and is also a professional opera singer. Many design graduates from LASALLE and NAFA are also well-sought after 
by employers nowadays.” 
    
The Presidents of the two arts institutions believe that by leveraging on their respective fortes and strengthening cooperation, it will 
encourage the arts to flourish and diversify, which in turn will drive local and regional creative industries. 
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Professor Steve Dixon, President of LASALLE, said that as part of the future university of the arts, LASALLE will be able to leverage 
on its international networks to enhance local arts education, providing greater collaboration between local academics and students 
with global creatives and researchers. 
   
Tan Wai Lan, President of NAFA, remarked that the establishment of a university of the arts is an important affirmation of local art 
creators, and will vigorously promote Singapore as a city of creativity and arts hub of Southeast Asia. She further added that Southeast 
Asian art has always been a strength of NAFA, and that "this alliance will allow us to more effectively represent Singapore and discuss 
larger strategic collaborative projects with international partners." 
 
Both LASALLE and NAFA emphasise interdisciplinary teaching, enabling students to develop the ability to work with people from 
different fields. In addition to the fields of culture, art and design, graduates of the two institutions have gone on to work in industries 
such as healthcare, public transportation and commerce. 
    
Jeff Cheong, Deputy CEO of DDB Group Singapore, is also a member of the pro-tem committee. He hopes that the new arts university 
can promote cooperation between the education sector and creative industry, exert greater leadership in the creative field, and 
enhance research and advocacy. He believes that as more companies move towards digitalisation, people's demand for high-quality 
user experience and creative talents such as designers, content creators and filmmakers will increase substantially. 
   
"In the future economy, art graduates will find their place not only in the traditional creative industries, but also in non-traditional 
industries such as healthcare, finance and manufacturing," he said. 
 


